Feasibility of a measurement of the partial decay width of the intermediate-mass Higgs boson into two photons at a photon-photon collider is studied by a simulation. The QCD radiative correction for quark pair background processes is taken into account for the realistic background estimation. It is found that the two-photon decay width can be measured with the statistical error of 7.6% with about one year of experiment. The impact of
I. INTRODUCTION
The search and the study of Higgs boson, the last missing member of the standard model family, are one of the most important tasks for the current and the future collider experiments at the energy frontier, such as the CERN Large Electron-Positron Collider (LEP-II), the Next Linear Collider (NLC), or the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC).
The interaction of high energy photons at a photon-photon collider [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] provides us with an unique opportunity to study the Higgs boson. The Higgs boson search at the photonphoton collider has been studied by several authors [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Especially, it has been shown that the search for the intermediate-mass Higgs in the mass range M W < M H < 2M W through γγ → H → bb process is complementary to an e + e − linear collider [19] or a hadron collider [20] [21] [22] .
Since two photons do not directly couple to the Higgs boson but only do through loop diagrams of massive charged particles, any kind of massive charged particles contribute to the two-photon decay width of the Higgs boson if the mass of the loop particle is originated by the Higgs mechanism [23, 24] . Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the coupling of the Higgs boson with two photons. It is notable that the contribution of a ultra-heavy particle in the two-photon decay width of the Higgs boson does not been suppressed but does keep a sizable constant if its mass is due to the Higgs condensation.
The deviation of the measured two-photon width from its predicted value in the standard model (SM) indicates some additional contributions from unknown particles, and thus it will be a signature of new physics beyond SM which cannot be provided directly in the ordinary collider experiments. For example, the supersymmetric extensions of SM have additional charged particles such as scalar fermions, charged Higgs and charginos. Since the masses of these new particles partly originate from the Higgs mechanism of the electroweak symmetry breaking, presence of these particles results in a shift of the two-photon decay amplitude of the Higgs boson from its value of SM. In fact, the minimal extension of the standard model (MSSM) predicts the ratio of the two-photon decay widths Γ(h 0 → γγ, MSSM)/Γ(H → γγ, SM) as much as 1.2 for the lightest Higgs boson with the mass of 120 GeV [8] .
The intermediate-mass Higgs boson in SM mainly decays into a bb pair as is shown in Fig. 2 , and the daughter b-flavored hadrons will be easily identified due to their long lifetime, therefore the bb events are the best signals of the intermediate-mass Higgs. The main background may be the continuum γγ →processes, however, the background events dominantly produced by initial photon collisions in J z = ±2 angular momentum state can be suppressed by controlling the polarization of the colliding photon beams. Simultaneously, this control of the beam polarizations causes to enhance the Higgs signals which are only accessible to the J = 0 collisions [7, 8] . The feasibility of the measurement of the two-photon decay width of Higgs boson in this mass region have been studied using the Monte Carlo simulation by Borden et al. [6, 8, 9] .
Recently, several authors reported that the effect of QCD corrections to γγ →is large since the helicity suppression which affects the backgroundevents does not work due to a gluon emission. It could be a serious source of backgrounds for the intermediate-mass Higgs, if some of the three-jet events from J z = 0 state mimic two-jet events [9, 14, 15] .
In this work we simulate the measurement of the two-photon decay width of the Higgs boson with the mass of 120 GeV at a future photon-photon collider, including the effect of QCD corrections in the manner of Jikia and Tkabladze [15] . To perform a realistic evaluation, the Monte Carlo programs CAIN [25] [26] [27] , JETSET 7.3 [28] and JLC-I detector simulator [29] are applied for a luminosity distribution of a photon-photon collider, hadronizations and selection performances in the detector, respectively. The impact of the measurement for new physics search is discussed with estimated precision.
II. PHOTON-PHOTON COLLISIONS
We first summarize on the photon beam production, beam collision and luminosity distribution generated by CAIN simulation program [25] [26] [27] .
As an example of a future linear collider, we adopt the parameters of Japan Linear
Collider (JLC) with X-band linear accelerators [29] . In order to hit the mass pole of the Higgs boson at 120 GeV, the center-of-mass energy of the accelerator is tuned to be √ s e + e − = 150 GeV. We assume that the spent electrons are bent away by the sweeping magnet so that only scattered photons contribute to the luminosity. The energy of the laser photon is chosen to be 4.18 eV, which results in the maximum photon energy to be roughly 60 GeV.
Parameters of the electron and laser beams are shown in Table I . We assume the complete polarizations for both of the electron and laser beams. The combination of the polarizations of the electron P e and the laser P L should be P e P L = −1.0 so that the generated photon spectrum peaks at its maximum energy. With this combination of the electron and the laser beam polarizations, the obtained high energy photon beam is almost completely polarized around the peak energy.
In order to enhance the Higgs production and to suppress the background events, the polarizations of the colliding photon beams should be arranged so that the J z = 0 collisions Figure 3 shows the obtained luminosity distribution of the photon-photon collider at √ s e + e − =150 GeV. The J z = 0 and ±2 components in the luminosity distribution are plotted separately in Figure 3 . As mentioned above, J z = 0 component is dominant in the luminosity distribution and occupies almost 100% around 120 GeV. Figure 4 shows the luminosity distribution in normalized c.m.s. energy z versus rapidity η plane. Here, z and η are defined as,
where √ s γγ is the γγ collision energy, E e the energy of the electron beam, w 1 and w 2 the energies of left-and right-moving photons, respectively. It is seen from the figure that the Higgs particle of 120 GeV is produced at almost rest, and the low-energy background events like the resolved photon processes are hardly boosted to have completely different topologies from the signal events.
III. EVENT GENERATION AND DETECTOR SIMULATION A. Signal Events
For the intermediate-mass Higgs, the cross section of the process γγ → H → bb near the mass pole can be described by the Breit-Wigner approximation,
where M H is the Higgs mass, Γ(H → γγ) and Γ(H → bb) the decay widths of the Higgs boson into two photons and b quark pair, Γ H the total decay width, λ 1 and λ 2 the initial photon helicities, respectively.
The total number of produced Higgs bosons is estimated by convoluting the differen- Table II . A kinematical cut | cos θ| < 0.95 for the scattered angle θ of b andb quarks in the center-of-mass system of the colliding photons is imposed. Throughout our analyses we adopt the quark masses of m b =4.3 GeV, m c =1.3 GeV, and m t =176 GeV. The branching ratios Br(H → bb) and Br(H → γγ) in SM are 64.3% and 0.243%, respectively, which are computed by HDECAY program [30] . The number of events of the bb pairs from Higgs decay will be 5,080 for an integrated luminosity of 10 fb −1 which roughly corresponds to a one-year run.
For the further analyses of detector acceptance, four-momenta of b andb from Higgs decay are generated by BASES/SPRING [31] . Subsequent hadronizations of quarks are simulated by the parton shower picture with JETSET 7.3 [28] .
B. Background Events
The γγ →background events are generated in a similar way as in the Higgs production, except that the production amplitudes are calculated by HELAS [32] , and except that only the events with √ s γγ > 75 GeV are generated. The shapes of three-jet events are reproduced by a parton shower treatment ofevolution by JETSET 7.3, and the QCD corrections of the soft gluon emission, hard gluon emission, and virtual correction to the cross section normalization are taken into accountà la Jikia and Tkabladze [15] .
The effective cross sections and the number of the generated events of the background processes with and without the QCD corrections are also listed in Table II. In this table, γγ → qq(g) indicates the process γγ →taking account of the QCD corrections. Figure 5 shows the effective cross sections. From this figure, one finds that the QCD correction is drastically large at the maximum collision energy, where the treeproduction in J z = 0 mode is hardly suppressed by the helicity conservation law. The effective cross section of γγ → cc is larger than that of γγ → bb due to the large electric charge of the quark.
In Table II , we also listed the processes of γγ → H → cc and γγ → H → gg as backgrounds. The branching ratios of Br(H → cc) and Br(H → gg) are set to be 2.67% and 8.03%, respectively [30] .
C. Detector Simulation
In order to demonstrate the identification of the Higgs events at a photon-photon collider, we used the JLC detector simulation program which smears the kinematics of the final-state particles according to the JLC-I detector resolution [29] . The performance parameters of the JLC-I detector can be found in Table III . The main components used in this simulator are the vertex detector, central drift chamber and calorimeters. The b-quark tagging by the vertex detector is crucial in this analysis. A CCD detector is assumed in the current JLC-I design, and its resolution of the impact parameter is,
where p is the momentum of the charged particle in GeV, θ is the scattering angle.
IV. EVENT ANALYSIS
The analysis requires the reconstruction of the two-jet final states from Higgs boson decay. To identify the bb final states from Higgs, we introduce some b-tagging requirements.
First of all, well reconstructed tracks and clusters in calorimeters are selected from the generated events by the Monte Carlo, and only these tracks and clusters are used in the further analysis. A 'good track' is required | cos θ| < 0.95, P t > 0.1 GeV and CDC-VTX track matching. A 'good cluster' is defined as E > 0.1 GeV and | cos θ| < 0.99.
The number of good tracks is required to be greater than 10 to choose multi-hadron events, and then two-jet events are selected by JADE clustering algorithm [33] with y cut =0.02. A cut of | cos θ jet | < 0.7, where θ jet is the scattering angle of the jet, is applied to make sure that the events are well contained in the detector volume and to increase the ratio of signal events to backgrounds.
A b (b) jet is selected by requiring that five or more tracks which have the normalized impact parameter d/σ d > 2.5 and d < 1.0 mm are in each jet, where d is the impact parameter. Only the events that both of the two jets are tagged as b-jets are regarded to be the bb events to improve the reject probability of the charmed events. The resulting number of the tagged events are summarized in Table IV .
V. RESULTS
To show the effect of QCD radiative corrections to the background processes explicitly, the distribution of the selected events against the reconstructed two-jet invariant mass M jj at the tree-level and with the QCD corrections are displayed in Fig. 6 , separately. In order to enhance the signal, a cut of the invariant mass is tuned in a way that the statistical significance of the signal over backgrounds, (N obs − N bg )/ √ N obs , is maximized, where N obs is the number of observed events and N bg is the number of expected background events.
As a results, events in the two-jet mass ranges 106 GeV < M jj < 130 GeV and 106 GeV < M jj < 126 GeV are adopted for the tree-level and QCD corrected evaluations of the backgrounds, respectively. Table V process. The selection efficiencies in the above invariant mass ranges,
are listed in Table V and VI for each cases. The bb-tagging efficiency in the accepted invariant mass range defined as, ε tag = # of selected events # of two-jet events in the mass range .
is also found in Table V analysis are comparable with their study. In [8] , the bb-tagging efficiency is assumed to be 50% with 5% cc contamination, while it is estimated to be 64.4% with 15.1% contamination by the detector simulation in the present study. Since the adopted b-quark tagging algorithm in our analysis is simple one in which the three dimensional impact parameters are computed from the tracking data in the vertex detector, it is expected that the developments of new tagging algorithms and particle identification can be more efficient in separating H → bb events from other backgrounds.
This result shows, for instance, that the photon-photon collider will be sufficient to distinguish the intermediate-mass Higgs boson of SM from the lightest Higgs of MSSM, if the ratio of the two-photon decay widths Γ(h 0 → γγ, MSSM)/Γ(H → γγ, SM) is as large as 1.2 [8] . It indicates that a photon-photon collider has a great and unique feasibility to look for the new physics beyond SM.
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